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A Few Words from the Editor
The SWRA is a lovely Club, run by people who put in hours of work to ensure our Open Show
in April and the Championship Show in October run as smoothly as possible whilst still
providing a fun day out. I would like to thank them on behalf of all our members, something
we often forget to do. Our Club’s Committee is VERY small, meaning that very few people
have to do all the work! I am sure therefore that should anyone feel they can help in any way,
be it attending Committee meetings or helping clear up at the end of the day when we hold
a Show, their help would be greatly appreciated.
On that note, I don’t think we have had a Year Book since 2011 and I have found it a little
frustrating trying to get articles, adverts and photos from members. This is your chance to
show off your dog and after all, isn’t that why we like showing in the first place! So come on
- don’t be shy - let me have those stories that made you laugh, those moments that made you
think how lucky we are to own such a lovely breed and the photos that make you swell with
pride.
Can I also remind everyone of the tireless work the teams do for “Rottweilers in Need” and
“Rottweiler Welfare”? These outstanding charities can only function with CASH and therefore
if you can afford to donate just something on a monthly basis, your generosity would be
greatly appreciated.
Nicola Marker nikki@hansfordbell.co.uk

The Chairman’s Report
I would like to start this year’s report by thanking all the people that have helped out at
events/shows. People who came early or stayed late to help with the setting up and clearing
up. A special thanks must go to Mark Longden who has always been there to help with the
manual labour. Last but not least thanks to the committee who without them, this club would
not be here.
We have put on two successful shows this year with both seeing slight rises in entries. We
have not been able to put on any events this year, as there has been outside pressures on the
committee members making it very difficult for us to commit to anything more than the
shows.
The problem is that if we do not see more members volunteering to become committee
members then the SWRA will not be able to carry on. Most of the committee have been here
for almost 10 years. Myself if re-elected as Chair, it will be my fourth term and at the end of
that term, I will have served on the committee for 9 years. Personally, I think this is too long:
the SWRA, like a business, should have a turnover of people to keep the energy and
enthusiasm to move forward. So if you want to see the SWRA here in five years’ time, join the
committee and help push your club forward.
YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU!!!!
Stuart Thompson
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INCOME & EXPENDITURE FOR YEAR ENDING 31ST DECEMBER 2013
Club Income
Membership Fees
Year Book
Member donation RIN

Club Expenses
Postage
Stationary
Insurance
K C Licences
Breed Council
KC Registration
Advertising
Venue/Meetings

£380.00
£20.00
£10.00

£15.00
£61.70
£153.50
£60.00
£50.00
£45.00
£44.00
£883.00

£410.00
Open Show Income
Entries
£360.50
Catalogues
£62.00
Rosette Donations
£25.00
Rott Welfare Donations
£25.50
Raffle
£106.00
N.F.C.
£2.00
Sec Table
£2.50
O/P
£1.00
Obedience Prizes
£90.00
(Donated by Mr & Mrs R Trevett)

£1,312.20
Open Show Expenses
Food/Drink
Raffle
Judges/Stewards gifts
Easter Eggs
Trophies
Obedience prizes

£93.00
£40.00
£28.47
£75.00

£674.50
Championship Show Income
Entries
£2,651.00
Catalogues
£217.00
Rosette Donations
£40.00
Rott Welfare Donations
£45.50
Raffle
£240.00
Sponsorship Champ Classes
£10.00
Sec Table/Misc. Items
£32.00

£236.47
Championship Show Expenses
Over writing CC
Lunches
First Aider
Judges/Stewards gifts
KC Levy
Raffle Prizes
Security Guards
Travel Expenses
D.O.T.Y. Tickets
Refreshments
Rosettes/cards
Catalogues/Schedules
Gifts
Rott Welfare
R.W. Donations
Rotts in Need (RIN)
R.I.N. Donation
Sponsorship
Misc.
Overpayment of entry

£5.00
£140.75
£45.00
£69.99
£29.40
£10.00
£100.00
£346.78
£60.00
£92.90
£286.34
£306.00
£53.98
£240.00
£110.00
£240.00
£10.00
£16.20
£69.16
£14.00

£3,235.50

£2,245.50

£4,320.00

£3,794.17
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Opening HSBC Account
Opening Cash in Hand

£6,317.24
£238.05

Closing HSBC Account
£6,907.82
Closing Cash in Hand
£173.30
£6,555.29

Add Total Income
Less Total Expenditure

£4,320.00
£3,794.17
£7,081.12

£7,081.12

The Treasurer’s Report
Firstly, a very big thank you to Nikki Marker who has so very kindly offered to edit our 2014
Year Book. We thank her for doing this as we have been unable to organise this item since
our previous editor Sue Hubble (who did such a grand job) resigned from the committee... so
again thank you Nikki.
Again, our Memberships continue to decline, which is very sad, as in some cases this is only
due to forgetting to renew. So please renew with your entries, or make a diary note NOT TO
FORGET!! Better still, please set up a Standing Order so that your renewal is never forgotten!
Our Open Show in April, along with the obedience classes were slightly up, even though we
made a loss due to expenditure cost rising. In October, our Championship Show entries were
slightly up again enabling us to have a surplus to the fund.
We continue to sponsor Rottweilers in Need and Rottweiler Welfare by monthly standing
order each of £20 per month. This is sponsored by the Secretary and Treasurers annual
honorariums.
My sincere thanks to our very small committee, who work extremely hard behind the scenes
to keep S.W.R.A. continuing. We need more committed people to join our committee, so
come on all you Rottie people come and join us. Hopefully, next year we will have some
events for you to enjoy for both show and pet people.
Finally, enjoy your time with your dogs. They are after all very precious....and how lucky are
we to have them.
Happy and healthy 2015.
Kim Smart

The Secretary’s Report
Welcome to the SWRA 2014 Year Book. I must say how excited I am and looking forward to
reading it. Our esteemed new editor (Nikki Marker) did suggest I needed to get a life! Perhaps
she is right, but I am still excited, nonetheless, to find out what our members have been doing
this year with their dogs.
Committee wise, it has been a slow year and unfortunately we haven’t been able to put on
the programme of events we would have wished due to a reduced committee. Here is our
plea; if you feel you could give the time for 5 meetings per year, 2 shows plus any extra events,
join us. We are a dedicated team of Rottweiler enthusiasts hoping to put on more events so
we can all get the best out of our beloved breed. Please speak to a committee member if you
5

are interested. As any members who have been to our events know, it wouldn’t be an SWRA
committee meeting or event without cake! Anyone taking up the bribe???
Down to business… The Open Show entries were up to 79 dogs, including 17 entries in the
obedience competition. Breed Judge Rebecca Gibbard (Jezeve) had an entry of 82. The
Obedience Judge Mrs Shonnag Alison & her stewards were impressed with the importance
SWRA give to obedience, especially the prize giving ceremony at the end of the day.
Entries at the Champ Show were also slightly up (156 dogs), hopefully this trend will continue
into 2015 and beyond. Although Committee members were thin on the ground on the day,
an awful lot of work went into the preparation beforehand and after by all committee
members and we couldn’t have run the show without them. Rottweiler Welfare did not have
a stall this year but hope to be back next year. Rottweilers in Need are also now a presence
at our Champ shows and it is lovely to see how much support they get from the Rottweiler
community for all the good work they do. Thank you everyone!
SWRA continue representing the breed at the Rottweiler Breed Council (RBC), which is made
up of representatives of the breed clubs. Discussions continued with the KC on the re-wording
of the breed standard regarding tails and Breed Watch. Please note the amendment to the
breed standard re: tails as of 1st April 2014. Although it is not the exact wording the RBC
fought for, the KC did remove reference to negative and undesirable traits, as discussed at
last years’ SWRA AGM and requested by the RBC. Breed Watch has also undergone some
changes; the decision making process as to which breeds are put on Breed Watch and the
reason for it have been set out to make them more transparent. The Rottweiler currently has
no areas of concern. Progress may be slow at times, but progress is being made, with the
consensus of the member clubs.
The decision was made to adopt the Rottweiler Breed Council (RBC) judging criteria & list,
rather than holding our own independently. So, Judges and potential judges, please send
your C.V.s to Kirstie Forster, RBC Secretary at breedcouncil@gmail.com.
Thanks to the current committee members for their hard work and enthusiasm. We may only
be a small committee presently but we are COMMITTED.
Lastly, remember to enjoy your time with your dogs. It seems they are with us one minute,
happy and healthy and then they are gone. They may be in their teens, but it still feels like
they’re gone in a flash. We have enjoyed finding out about you and your dogs through the
Year Books, so our thanks to Nikki Marker for producing this one. Please remember to let us
know what you do in 2015 for the next year book…
Best wishes for 2015.
Nicola Longden

AGM 2014 synopsis
Some interesting and important information was presented at the AGM but as members were
thin on the ground, I am taking this opportunity to reproduce some of it here to ensure it is
cascaded to our members. Looking forward to seeing you all at the 2015 AGM.
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Rottweiler Breed Council (RBC) & Discover Dogs
The SWRA previously proposed to the Rottweiler Breed Council (RBC) that as it is the
responsibility of all clubs to fund the breed booth. Funding for Discover Dogs should therefore
be held by the RBC. This was agreed and it was also decided that funding should be by a
contribution from all member clubs. Concerns were raised at the SWRA 2012 AGM that there
was no indication that anything had been done as Anne Evans Wallet had written to the RBC
prior to CRUFTS requesting the leaflets be updated and offering to draft something for the
RBC approval but had received no reply. It was pointed out that not only were virtually all
contact details out of date, worse still, a docked dog was still showing on the front. There
was a suggestion that the RBC could delegate the drafting of the leaflet but they would need
to agree the final format as it should represent the view of the RBC constituent clubs rather
than an individual. It was proposed at the 2013 SWRA AGM that the RBC takes urgent action
to revise the leaflets and establish a process to fund the leaflets and also the display material
for the booths in future. The Chair said that SWRA representatives would raise the subject
again at the next RBC meeting. This was duly done, under David Cavill’s Chairmanship (of the
RBC) in the hope that this would bring new impetus to complete the outstanding actions.
Meantime, The Rottweiler Club, who currently control the Discover Dogs expenditure have
left the RBC, causing difficulties in correspondence and meaningful dialogue so will need
careful handling.
Amendment to the tails section of the breed standard
RBC representatives voted against the proposed wording and put forward the SWRA counter
proposal. Meantime, the KC had written their own version but didn’t take into account the
breed clubs request to remove negative traits from the wording, in particular the removal of
the words “highly undesirable”. The RBC made a decision to remove the negative wording.
The KC subsequently came to the same conclusion and no disqualifying faults are now listed. The
amendment was brought into effect by the KC on 01st April 2014.
Rottweiler Welfare
Rottweiler Welfare made a request to all breed clubs to help them raise £5,000, which the KC
would then match, to help with their veterinary fees. The KC trustees conditionally approved
a grant of up to £5,000 from which the matched funds would be released, upon receipt of
money from the Breed Council as a sign of the breeds support for breed rescue. It was
decided at the SWRA 2013 AGM to decline contributing further to this matched fund (as we
already contribute by monthly standing order) and the representatives duly voted against the
proposal at the next RBC meeting.
The other member clubs of the RBC had much the same concerns as the SWRA. Subsequently,
the RBC asked Rottweiler Welfare to work out how much the clubs give them on an annual
basis and whether that money could count towards the matched funds. No response was
received from Rottweiler Welfare despite Kirstie Forster (RBC Secretary) chasing. The
deadline for the matched funds was Oct 2013 so they are unfortunately out of time.
The Breed Council, made up of representatives of the breed clubs, have continued discussions
with the KC on the re-wording of the breed standard regarding tails and Breed Watch. Please
note the amendment to the breed standard as of 01st April 2014. Although it is not the exact
wording the RBC fought for, the KC did remove reference to negative and undesirable traits,
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as discussed at last year’s AGM and requested by the RBC. Breed Watch has also undergone
some changes; the decision making process as to which breeds are put on Breed Watch and
the reason for it have been set out to make them more transparent. The Rottweiler currently
has no areas of concern. Progress may be slow at times, but progress is being made, with the
consensus of the member clubs.
The decision was made to adopt the Rottweiler Breed Council’s (RBC) judging criteria & list,
rather than holding our own independently. So, judges and potential judges, please send your
C.V.s to Kirstie Forster, RBC Secretary at breedcouncil@gmail.com
Having submitted the Kennel Club returns, including the judging criteria, the RBC entered into
discussions with the KC regarding the amount of dogs needed to be judged by A3 list judges,
and it has subsequently been reduced to 175. During these discussions, the Kennel Club also
informed the Breed Council that in future they would only be interested in the RBC judging
lists for A3 (not including C or B Lists), not the individual member breed clubs lists, so it
seemed prudent to adopt the RBC criteria and list in full to reduce the workload of our small
(but committed!) committee.
It was further agreed at the Breed Council that in an attempt to increase responses to the RBC
Secretary with judging C.V. decisions, which were decidedly poor, we would run a Trial RBC
Judges Sub-Committee, with each member club having 1 delegate. (I would point out that
SWRA was not criticised here!) This trial procedure has only been running for a short time
but if it proves successful it will be put forward for permanence at the RBC 2015 AGM.
Nicola Longden

Breed Open Show: Judge’s Critiques
SUNDAY 30.03.2014
Thank you to the club for inviting me to judge and to my stewards who made the day even more
pleasurable and kept the ring running smoothly. Finally, thank you to all the exhibitors for the lovely
entry and the sportsman-like way they accepted all my decisions.
MPD (3)
1st
William's Jimeva Sonicboom Rylusha.
Substantial 6 month old puppy. Excellent strong masculine head, broad skull & muzzle, dark eye, neat
well placed ears. I would prefer a little more length of neck. Level topline, good front construction &
forechest, strong well angulated rear. Tail OK. Moved well for a young puppy. BPD.
2nd
Bramwell & Brooks’ Quoja's Vitus.
7 month old puppy. Very clean head & outline. Medium eye, neat close lying ears. Good length of neck
& level topline. I would like a little more bone & substance all through. Good rear angulation. Not
quite the extension on the move as 1. Tail OK.
3rd
Powell's, Quoja's Maximus to Riversrock.
PD (1)
1st
Burnett's, Pendley Ivanhoe.
11 month old medium sized puppy. Attractive head, broad skull, medium dark eye, neat well placed
ears. Good length of neck leading to level topline. Well angulated rear but I would like more front
angulation. Moved OK but would like more reach on the front. Good tail set & carriage.
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JD (2, 1a)
1st
Borne's Dortmund Dodging Bullets at Trevearl.
13 month old substantial male. Attractive head with broad skull. I would prefer a little more width to
muzzle, dark eye, neat well placed ears. Good front & rear angulation. Moved well, just needs to firm
up in topline.
ND (3, 1a)
1st
Miles’s Overfinch De Ja Vue.
17 month old substantial male. Strong masculine head which I would prefer a little cleaner, good width
of muzzle, dark eye, neat ears. Good length of neck & level topline. Good front & rear angulation. A
little lazy on the move in the class but had extension & held his shape. Tail OK.
2nd
Bramwell & Brooks’ Quoja's Vitus.
GD (4, 1a)
1st
Ellis’s Wolfbass Enigma At Falkor.
2.5 year old large substantial male. Clean broad head, dark eye slightly round eyes, neat well placed
ears. Good length of neck, clean shoulders, level topline. Well angulated front & rear, good forechest.
Moved well with reach & drive. Tail OK.
2nd
Borne's Dortmund Dodging Bullets at Trevearl.
3rd
Powell's Juffther A New Hope for Riversrock.
PGD (3, 1a)
1st
Barnes’s Gyrima The Aviator JW.
2 year old medium sized dog with excellent bone & substance. Attractive masculine head, broad
muzzle & skull, medium dark eye, neat well placed ears. Good length of neck, level topline. Good front
angulation & forechest, well angulated rear. Tail carried a little high. Moved well with reach & drive.
RBD
2nd
Ezzard's Kassasan Band of Gypsies.
2.5 year old medium sized compact male. Attractive clean head with dark eyes & neat ears. Clean
outline, good rear angulation, I would prefer a little more front angulation. Very tidy movement but
didn't have the reach of 1. Tail OK.
LD (4)
1st
Moran & Rycroft's Jhava Cosmopolitan JW.
3.5 year old medium sized compact male. Attractive clean head, broad muzzle & skull, dark eyes &
neat ears. Good length of neck & level topline, I would prefer cleaner shoulders, moderate front
angulation, good rear angles. Moved well holding his shape. Tail OK.
2nd
Taylor's Wolfbass Elvis at Annmar.
2.5 year old large substantial male. Clean head, dark eyes, neat ears. Good length of neck & well
angulated front & rear. Topline not so firm when moving as 1 but moved with reach & drive.
3rd
Smith's Auberon Viktor Krum.
OD (1)
1st
Davison's Firemoons Amis A View JW.
2 year old medium sized male. Attractive clean head, broad skull, would prefer a little more width to
muzzle, dark eyes & neat well placed ears. Excellent clean outline, good length of neck, clean
shoulders, level topline. Good angulation front & rear. Tail a little high. Moved with reach & drive. He
is just my type & I was pleased to award him BD & BIS.
VD (4, 1a)
1st
Hatfield's Ch Millbone Casanova.
8 year old medium sized compact male. Lovely clean broad head, dark eyes, neat well placed ears.
Good outline would just prefer slightly cleaner shoulders, level topline, good angulation, moved well
holding his topline. In excellent condition, a credit to his owner.
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2nd
Vanson's Ch Poncheens Black Charmer at Tiesto JW ShCM.
7.5 year old large male. Clean head, slightly plainer than 1. Broad skull, dark eyes, good ear set. Good
angulation front & rear, firm level topline. Moved with drive & purpose. Carrying a touch too much
weight for me.

BD: “Chudley”
BP: “Cooper”

MPB (6)
1st
Hatfield's Dersieger Katatonia.
6 month old small/medium sized puppy. Feminine head with dark eyes, good size ears, flying a little
at the moment. I would prefer a little more width of muzzle. Clean outline, good rear angulation,
adequate front angulation, level topline. Moved OK for a young puppy.
2nd
Bramwell & Brooks’ Quoja’s Vita.
7 month old, another very feminine puppy. Clean head & outline, dark eyes & neat ears. I would like
a little more width of muzzle. Good length of neck & level topline. Good rear angulation, would like a
little more in front. Moved OK. Well handled. Tail OK.
3rd
Crane’s Cheroho Shining Star.
PB (6)
1st
Lockyer’s Scanian A Taste Of Honey For Guardami.
11 month old good size puppy with enough bone & substance. Quality bitch with a lovely outline, good
angulation & forechest, level topline. Attractive head with good width of skull & muzzle, dark eyes &
neat well placed ears. Moved well with a good length of stride. BPIS
2nd
Willison’s Shantasia Belle De Jour.
10 month old medium sized puppy. Clean head, medium dark eyes, good width of skull, ear carriage
not as good as 1. Good reach of neck, front & rear angulation, level topline. Good free flowing
movement. Tail a little high.
3rd
Watkins’s Jacraila's Scottish Heather.
JB (5)
1st
Moran-Potter’s Sundrifters Sourcery.
17 month old medium sized feminine bitch. Attractive head with dark almond eyes, enough width of
skull & muzzle. Clean outline with good angulation & level topline. She came into her own on the
move, excellent extension holding her shape. Very high tail.
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2nd
Trueman & Brownridge’s Jaegerot Cheeky Vimto JW.
14 month old medium/large bitch with good bone & substance. Broad skull, dark eyes, I would prefer
her head cleaner with less wrinkle, neat ears. Balanced angulation, good length of neck, level topline,
moved well.
3rd
Gatehouse & Richmond’s Dreamtor Hot Off The Press For Shamrotts.
NB (4, 2a)
1st
Bramwell & Brooks’ Quoja's Vita. Second in MPB
2nd
Hopgood’s, Saint Lythans Josie.
2.5 year old medium sized bitch. Clean but slightly plain head, dark eyes, neat well placed ears. Good
length of neck leading to level topline, moderate angulation, moved OK.
GB (8, 2a)
1st
Longden’s Thunderhead Angel Heart.
18 month old medium size bitch. Attractive head, dark eye, neat well placed ears, enough width to
skull & muzzle. Good length of neck, level topline, good angulation, moved well. Tail OK.
2nd
Ellis’s Wolfbass Eternity at Falkor.
2.5 year old medium/large bitch. Clean head but slightly plainer than 1, broad skull, medium dark eye,
neat ears. Good angulation & forechest, level topline, moved well. Tail a little high.
3rd
Willison’s Wolfbass Ella at Shantasia.
PGB (9,1a)
1st
Durrance’s Gyrima Come Fly With Me to Shannakiel.
2 year old medium sized bitch. Attractive head, medium dark eye, neat well placed ears, enough width
of skull & muzzle. Good length of neck leading to level topline, good angulation & forechest. Moved
well with reach & drive. Good tail carriage.
2nd
Roberts & Murphy’s Firemoon Pour Vous Divertir.
2 year old medium sized compact bitch. Clean head, dark eye, neat well placed ears. Good front &
forechest, good rear angulation. Moved well but not quite the extension of 1. Dark tan. Tail a little
high.
3rd
Bramwell & Brooks’ Quoja’s Quid Pro Quo.
LB (7)
1st
Woodcock’s Bevanray Nutcracker of Nageem.
3.5 year old medium sized substantial compact bitch. Attractive typey head with broad skull, neat ears
& dark eyes. Nice overall shape with moderate balanced angulation, level topline. Moved well.
Medium tan. Tail OK.
2nd
Giblen’s Paloduro Gold Dagga.
3.5 year old medium sized bitch. Broad skull with dark eye, neat well placed ears, slightly longer in
muzzle than 1. Good length of neck leading into level topline. Good front & rear angulation. Medium
tan. Moved well. Tail OK.
3rd
Lloyd & Davies’s Westfalen's Miracle Design at Desalinnah.
OB (4,1a)
1st
Barnes’s Gyrima Lois JW.
3.5 year old medium sized substantial bitch. Lovely typey feminine head, broad skull & enough width
of muzzle, dark eye, neat well placed ears. Good front & rear angulation, level topline. Effortless free
flowing movement, looks like she could go all day. Medium tan. Tail OK. Pleased to award her BB &
RBIS.
2nd
Bramwell & Brooks’ Paloduro Gold Digga JW.
3.5 year old medium sized bitch. Loved her head, clean & feminine. Just enough width of muzzle &
skull, neat ears & dark eyes. Very clean outline, adequate front angulation, good rear angulation, level
topline. Moved well but not quite the extension of 1. Medium tan. Tail OK.
3rd
Hopgood’s Saint Lythans Bronze Summer.
11

VB (9, 1a) Lovely class of veterans.
1st
Lockyer’s Gyrima Angel Delight at Guardami.
8.5 year old medium sized bitch. Attractive feminine head, dark eyes & neat ears. Good length of neck,
level topline. Well angulated front & forechest, good rear angulation. Moved well holding her shape.
Medium tan. BVIS
2nd
Vanson’s Poncheens Mythical Vixon.
8 year old medium sized bitch. Clean head, enough width to skull, slightly plainer than 1. Dark eye,
neat ears. Good overall shape, level topline with good front & rear angulation. Moved well. Medium
tan.
3rd
Moran & Rycroft’s Jhava It Had To Be You.

JUDGE - MS REBECCA GIBBARD

BVIS: “Lola”
BPB: “Emmie”

BD & BIS: “Chudley”
BB & RBIS: “Lois”
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Open Show Limited Obedience: Results
SUNDAY 30.03.2014
Special Pre-Beginners
1st
Bamabel Flair at Roseryn
nd
2
Roxellia Zipadeedoodar
3rd
Pendley Ivanhoe
th
4
Beiderbecks True Grit
th
5
Shantasia Belle De Jour
Special Beginners
1st
Wolfbass Enigma at Falkor
2nd
Wolfbass Eternity at Falkor
rd
3
Wolfbass Ella at Shantasia
th
4
Bamabel Flair at Roseryn
5th
Wolfbass Enzo of Sarkay
Special Novice
1st
Thunderhead Heaven Sent

Championship Show: Dog Judge’s Critiques
SUNDAY 19.10.2014
I would like to say I thoroughly enjoy my day judging for the South Western Rottweiler Association
Championship Show and thank the hard-working committee for my appointment and their hospitality.
I would also like to thank my stewards who were excellent, dealing with all their dogs.
The light at this venue wasn’t the brightest and, unfortunately, to add to this, a row of lights by the
judging area had failed which created an added burden on my poor eyes!
I found the temperaments where excellent but felt that far too many exhibitors struggle to show the
teeth, which in turn has a stressful effect on the dogs. Please practice showing teeth.
The depth of quality was very varied. There were exaggerated long stifles and length of backs or loins
were considerably too long. These are major concerns to improve upon. On a positive note, the
majority of winners did have the desirable construction and breed characteristics required by our
breed standard.
MPD (11)
1st
Walsh’s Jezeve Jive Talking.
6 mths. Elegant young dog with adequate bone. Moved out so well for one so young holding carriage.
Clean body with no excesses. Dry head with prominent stop. Medium, almond eye. Excellent coat.
Medium mahogany in colour.
2nd
Haynes’s Torrenta Foolish Meddler.
8 mths. Excellent bone. Short coupled strong loin, well bodied & roomy chest with correct depth.
Not so well schooled as 1st. Short, powerful neck flowing into clean shoulder. Head of good width and
proportions, Ear set high. Dark eye and pigmentation. Movement had good reach covering the ground
on the move.
PD (3)
1st
Woodcock & Ellis’s Nageem King Candy.
13

11 mths. Quality puppy with very dry, clean head. Short muzzle. Medium coloured eye. Dark flews.
Flowing neckline into correctly proportioned body. Good forequarters. Excellent rear angulation.
Good width of upper thigh. Straight front tight feet. Effortless mover with strong topline.
Covered the ground with ease. Pleased to be in agreement with co-judge to award BPIS.
2nd
Melvin’s Jhava Navada at Novanydia.
9 mths. Good bone & substance. Longer cast in body than 1st. Head expression has slight wrinkle.
Medium mouth pigmentation. Correct croup & rear angles.
JD (5,1w)
1st
Rowarth’s Darkarmar Eminem.
17 mths. Striking male with a dry head & no excess. Medium mouth pigment. Good eye colour & ear
set. Balanced conformation and great construction with excellent topline and pleasing underline.
Forechest and forequarter angles correct. Flowing neckline into well sprung ribs. Well-muscled. Lots
to admire about this young male. Moved harmoniously with no obvious inhibitions.
2nd
Powell’s Quoja’s Maximus to Riversrock.
14 mths. Male of good proportions with straight front. Stronger type head with furrow on forehead.
Round eye. Medium pigmentation. Lovely male. Showed well.
YD (8,1a)
1st
Benstead’s Carsal Mario.
22 mths. Large male of excellent substance & bone showing great strength. Would prefer a dryer
head with less furrow. Good ear set. Strong neck into clean shoulders & lovely depth of body. Super
front & rear. Correct coat. Powered round the ring with economy and impressive fluency and reach.
2nd
Burnett’s Pendley Ivanhoe.
18 mths. Beautiful typey Rottweiler of 9/10 proportions. Medium tan. Balanced angles. Dry head
with correct ear set. Lacking a bit of under jaw. Good shaped almond medium eye. Medium mouth
pigmentation. Strong topline held on move with excellent drive. Tight feet. Lively boy.
ND (4,2w)
1st
James & Thompson’s Bamabel Abraham.
9 mths. Only a baby but well up on leg and in proportion. Strong head of pleasing type with dark eye.
Excellent spring of rib and depth of chest. Straight front. On the move maintaining carriage and driving
with purpose from rear.
2nd
Quoja’s Maximus to Riverstock.
GD (2,1w)
1st
Bramwell & Brooks’ Quoja’s Vitus JW.
14 mths. Stood alone but a quality dog. Medium size of good type with no exaggeration. Dry, clean
head. Pleasing ear set. Rich, well defined, mahogany markings. Dark eye. Strong muzzle. Black
pigmentation. Super carriage holding firm topline. Balanced angles. Strong muscled rear. Tight feet.
Correct coat. Pleasing croup & tail carriage.
PGD (10,2a)
1st
Ward’s Warrimead Mezzo.
Good size with plenty of substance having correct 9/10 proportions. Strong broad skull. Steep stop.
Strong short muzzle. Large ears. Some wrinkle on forehead. Slightly round medium eye. Clean, well
placed shoulders. Powerful hind quarters with lovely rear angulations. Sooty markings on feet.
Covered the ground with reach but rear movement slightly erratic on the move.
2nd
McCreadie’s Varenka the Musketeer.
2.5 yrs. Excellent sized male with clean dry head. Dark almond eye Moderate underjaw. Correct
shoulder. Roomy chest of good proportion. Strong muscular loin. Well-developed upper thigh.
Covering the ground harmoniously on the move.
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LD (9)
1st
Osborne’s Carsal Leonardo at Icklesborne.
2.5 yrs. Medium sized male with plenty of substance. In excellent condition. Super pronounced
forequarters. If being picky, would prefer another inch of leg. Lovely maintained topline, Pleasing
underline and rear angles construction. Correct croup and pleasing tail set. Head with high ear set.
Steep stop. Strong muzzle. Dark mouth pigment. Correct coat markings of rich mahogany colour.
Almond eye of pleasing depth of colour. Superb movement with excellent reach and drive retaining
fabulous outline whilst moving .Must complement the handler for having such good harmony with
this dog. RCC.
2nd
Doyle & Kenny’s Rottsdale C Me Swagger.
2 yrs. Impressive male with the loveliest of breed characteristics. Body construction of 9/10
proportions. Adored his head proportions having requisite strength to muzzle. Dark pigmentation of
the mouth and flews. Correct front. Good spring of rib. Correct pasterns. Excellent rear angles.
Well-formed muscled upper thigh with strong hocks. Pleasing tail set. Moved with drive & energy but
did not hold his carriage on the move as 1st. Well handled.
OD (8)
1st
Davison’s Ch Firemoons Amis a View JW.
2 yrs, 8 mths. Strong, powerful male in peak condition maintaining beautiful outline whilst moving.
I adored his substance symmetry and muscled definition. A male of super temperament that was
enjoying himself in the ring. A credit to his owners on the superb condition of this dog. This male is
not fully mature and there is still room for improvement! Strong, broad head correctly proportioned.
Pleasing muzzle. Dark almond eye. Medium ear, lying close to head. Calm expression. Powerful
neckline leading into lovely constructed shoulders. Straightest of fronts with good width. Correct
angles on pasterns. Beautiful spring of rib & correct depth of chest of 50/50 proportions leading into
a powerful full muscular loin. Rear in hard condition with superb ratios and construction of hock and
thigh. Dog and handler both exceedingly happy and working in harmony together. Really pleased to
award him DCC & BIS in agreement with Referee.
2nd
Poole’s Rostock Class.
3.5 yrs. Large, impressive, mature male. Well off for bone & substance. Slightly longer back than 1st.
Masculine head. Dark eye, almond shaped. Short muzzle. Excellent filling to cheeks. Dark
pigmentation. Strong clean neck leading into well-developed rib cage. Strong, short coupled loin.
Correct falling coup and tail set. Pleasing front & rear angles with powerful rear upper thigh & hocks
generating a picture of strength and harmony. Straight front with good width. Loved his tight feet
with correct pasterns.
VD (5,1w)
1st
Hucker’s Poncheens Born to Shine with Bevanray.
7 yrs with an attitude of a junior. Outline correct proportions. Strong head, short muzzle, steep stop.
Excellent pigment for age. Correct mahogany colour. Strong neck. Slight wrinkle over shoulders.
Excellent length of back leading into strong loin and correct croup. Pleasing tail set. Roomy chest with
good straight front. Correct angles in the rear, moved with drive and purpose. Youthful candidate for
age. BVIS.
2nd
Davis’s Rottalma Tawney Emperor at Bearwithme.
9 yrs. Large male with excellent bone and substance. Beautiful head shape of balanced proportion.
Pigmentation excellent for age. Pleasing front and rear angles. Strong upper thigh. Straight front.
Solid topline, on the move holding carriage. Fluent pleasing movement. Quality male.

DOG JUDGE – MR J H WARDER
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DCC & BIS: “Chudley”
(handled by Jodi Allen)

RCC: “Leo”

Championship Show: Bitches Judge Critiques
SUNDAY 19.10.2014
Thank you to the Committee for inviting me to judge the bitches at their recent Championship Show
and for the warmth and hospitality they afforded me and also to my friendly and efficient stewards
for keeping things running smoothly. I had a wonderful entry and I sincerely thank all exhibitors for
their support and hope I didn't disappoint too many of you! The quality of the females has almost
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always been superior to that of the males but sadly, I found this to be less so today. Poor feet and
weak pasterns were quite often the case resulting in 10-2 fronts and whilst teeth seemed to be less of
an issue, I did find a number of bites that were bordering on level. As far as I am aware the breed
standard has not changed and type seems to becoming lost in favour of the lighter boned, more flashy
type of exhibit. Personally, I find this to be a worrying trend. On a more positive note however there
are several very promising youngsters coming through and it is to be hoped that their owners choose
their stud dogs with care for the breed's future. In some classes I had tough choices and some
compromising decisions to make but at the end of it all, I was pleased with my class winners and my
final line-up was better than I first imagined it would be.
MPB (11, 1a)
1st
Hucker’s Bevanray Pinky.
Well-developed youngster of 7 months with good proportions to head, ears a touch long but well
carried, eyes dark but would prefer a better shape. Fair length to neck into a well-placed shoulder
though upper arm could be better, straight front and firm and straight topline, stifles were well bent
and hocks strong. Feet could be better. Well set on tail with good carriage, steady movement.
2nd
Watkins & Taylor’s Minaeleas Taylored for You.
Very much a baby at 6.5 months but possessing good head properties, ears set a touch high but with
good carriage, eyes dark with correct shape. Straight front, well angulated front and rear, neck of fair
length and level topline giving her an ultra-clean outline, stifles well bent. Stood a little overstretched
at times, making her look longer in body than she is. Sound movement coming and going. Tail set and
carriage good.
3rd
Pike & Gibson's Cassarla Lucilla.
PB (4, 1a)
1st
Baillie & Window's Hanbar Ulrika at Stairvale.
11 months. Presents a clean outline when set up, feminine head with pleasing expression, muzzle to
skull ratio good, well-shaped eyes of dark colour. Enough bone and substance. Straight in front with
enough forechest, good reach of neck giving rise to clean and correct front angles, level topline
maintained on the move and with level underline, loins short and strong. Stifles well bent and well
developed thighs, tail set on well with good carriage, moves positive and strong. Loved her outgoing
disposition and character! BPB. Well done.
2nd
Thomas's Escora's Mercedes.
11 months. Not quite the head of 1 but ears were well set and had good carriage, medium eye. Clean
neckline with forechest developing well, moderate angles to front though upper arm a touch short.
Longer coupled than 1 but level topline, would prefer a slightly better bend to stifles, well set tail,
moved ok.
3rd
Woodcock's Nageem And All Things.
JB (10)
1st
Fuller's Kylamie Wild Cherry.
Strong yet feminine head of good proportions, eye colour and shape correct, well set ears of good
carriage and usage giving a pleasing expression. Straight in front with fair angulation both front and
rear. Very well developed body for her age with well sprung ribs, strong in topline, enough bend of
stifles, good width to upper thigh, muscular and strong to lower thighs, positive and true in moment
with well carried tail. Of a happy disposition and very attentive to handler.
2nd
Lambert's Seittor Final Fantasy.
Enough bone and substance throughout with lovely head properties, correct ears and set, dark eye of
fair shape, muzzle broad and of good depth, enough fill to cheeks. Strong and muscular neck,
moderate angled front but well angled in rear, straight front with good feet, level top and underline
with nice depth to brisket, short in couplings which were strong, reasonable bend of stifle with welldeveloped thighs. Lovely colouring and markings, well set tail with good carriage. Movement was good
but just couldn't match the exuberance of 1.
3rd
Window's Hanbar Selena.
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YB (7, 2a)
1st
Hucker's Bevanray Olive.
22 months old possessing good head qualities giving correct expression, neat ears which were set well
and of good carriage, eyes dark and of correct shape, muzzle short and strong. Clean in neck into well
angulated front, moderate forechest, stands true in front on good feet. Has a tendency to overstretch
at times but when not has enough bend to stifles and enough bone and substance for her height, coat
texture, colouring and markings were good, correct tail. Whilst she is slightly longer coupled than I
would have preferred, she was so very well handled to show off her best assets. Her movement was
a real pleasure to watch as she strode out with great drive and purpose, devouring the very large ring.
A very well-earned CC. Congratulations.
2nd
Haigh's Tianko Agatha.
Very pleasant in head with a lovely calm expression, eyes were medium in colour although shape could
be better, moderate in front angulation with slight roll over withers, strong in topline and possessed
a straight front. Good development of forechest with enough spring to ribs, short in coupling, markings
could be darker. Would prefer to see more strength in rear quarters but she moved well enough.
3rd
Courtney-Baughn's Pendley Ivette at Whisperdown.
NB (4, 1a)
1st
Gibbard & Watts's Jezeve Hot Stuff.
4th in Minor Puppy, very pleasant head with good width across skull, neat and well carried ears lying
close, dark eye giving good expression. Neck with fair reach, straight and level topline, well let down
underneath, moderate angles to front, slight over-angulation to rear. Very clean in outline with
moderate forechest. Coat texture, markings and colour were good. Movement was steady for a puppy.
2nd
Thomas's Escora’s Mercedes. 2nd in Puppy.
rd
3
Watkins’s Jacrailia Scottish Heather.
GB (4, 1a)
1st
Moran-Potter's Sundrifters Sourcery.
Feminine head with good earset used to advantage. Medium eye colour. Enough length of neck with
nicely formed forechest and with moderate spring to ribs. Topline was firm and straight, slight tuckup
to underline, moderate angles to front and rear. Markings were clear but would prefer a slightly darker
tan. Won this class on her movement, which was positive and true.
2nd
Lockyer's Scanian A Taste of Honey for Guardami.
Overall a larger bitch than 1 with nicely proportioned head, skull broad between the ears which
although a touch long were set on well. Pronounced forechest, good spring of rib and enough depth
of brisket. Moderate angles to front and rear. Would have like a straighter front and tighter feet.
Moved OK.
3rd
Fowell's Cheroho Black n Gold.
PGB (13, 4a) A class of varying types.
1st
Gibson's Diesters Remimeister.
Not the biggest of bitches, being very compact in form but possessing a good head, with correct earset
and close fitting, reasonable length to neck, shoulders could have had better layback, moderate
forechest and ribs had good spring. Strong topline which she maintained on the move, well let down
underneath, brisket of good depth. Strong, straight hocks but would have liked to see more width of
thigh. One of only a handful here today in possession of a straight front. To be hyper-critical, was a
little too close coupled, tailset quite high with ring. Moved out well.
2nd
Bramwell & Brooks’ Quojas Quo Vadis.
Different type of bitch to 1, having longer body proportions and being higher on the leg with pretty,
pleasing head with medium eye and having calm expression. Adequate reach to neck but quite steep
in front angulation creating slight roll over shoulders. Would prefer more pronounced forechest.
Topline was level and held in movement. Would have liked better development to rear but not helped
by handler overstretching her. Moved out well, covering good ground.
3rd
Leask's Dortmund Glamour Girl at Granjolea ShCM.
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LB (14, 2a)
1st
Steel's Upend Yuri. Strong but feminine in head with good breadth to skull, a touch long in ear
but carriage was good, moderate stop with good fill to cheeks, dark eyes giving good expression.
Straight in front with moderate forechest, excellent in body proportions with super angles to both
front and rear, muscular neck with level and firm topline, clean in outline and without exaggeration.
Stifles had good bend, hocks straight and strong, well developed thighs, tail set/carriage good. Coat,
colouring and markings were also in good order. Movement was true, sound and the best I have seen
it. Just couldn't match that of my CC winner but very pleased to award her RCC. Congratulations.
2nd
Trueman & Brownridge's Jaegerot Cheeky Vimto JW.
Another nice bitch with quite a strong head but retaining femininity with neatly placed ears and
medium eye colour. Enough reach of neck but not quite the shoulder placement of 1, good in topline
with moderate slope to croup. Ribs well developed with moderate forechest, brisket was deep and
couplings short. Tail set on well with good carriage. Free and easy movement.
3rd
Flowers & Tucker's Scanian Demi Moore.
OB (19, 4a)
1st
Lambert's Ch Estalea Rizzo at Seittor JW ShCM.
Lovely bitch of good size and substance throughout. Strong in head whilst not being overdone with
well carried ears and good breadth of skull, enough stop and well-filled cheeks, eyes are dark with
intelligent expression. Forechest well developed and straight and true in front, ribs well sprung and
correct body properties, balanced angles to front and rear with stifles nicely bent and muscular thighs,
topline firm and level, nicely set on tail with good carriage. Movement was strong and positive,
covering the ground well.
2nd
Adams's Ch Jhava Mai Tai.
Another class exhibit who was well up to size but without exaggeration, lovely head with dark and
well-shaped eye giving great expression, skull to muzzle ratio correct with correct ears. Slightly upright
in shoulder giving a moderate wrinkle to withers but good forechest, ribs had good spring and were
well let down. Her front was straight on good feet, level topline and short coupled, hocks were strong
and she used these well in movement which was correct, harsh texture to coat, good tail.
3rd
Clark's Ch. Dortmund Shockwave.
All in all, a very good class.
VB (11, 1a) It was an absolute pleasure to have such a wonderful class of "old girls" with each and
every one doing their owners proud!
1st
Adams's Ch. Jhava Stop Look n Listen. At 9 years old she was a credit to her owners and hiding
her age so well. Nice head with sweet expression and still eager to please, good angles to front and
rear and still stands four-square without being touched. Has correct 9:10 body proportions with
strong, short couplings, straight in topline with level underline, deep in brisket and good spring of rib,
stifles bent and hocks straight. Moved out well with enthusiasm, belying her years.
2nd
Allen's Ch. Jodipas Kanditime JW ShCM.
Yet another bitch not showing her age of 8 years possessing correct straight front with good feet,
feminine in head but without weakness, calm expression. Not the biggest of bitches but wellconstructed throughout with compact body. Ribs well developed with moderate forechest, enough
angles to both front and rear, sharp and very clean in outline with straight topline, short couplings and
stifles had good bend. Would have preferred a darker tan but her markings were good and clear.
Movement was strong and positive.
3rd
Clapp's Sundrifters Evadne Cake for Rockstarotts ShCM.

BITCH JUDGE – JAN MCNEVIN
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BCC: “Olive”

RCC: “Yana”
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ACQUIRING AND TRAINING A ROTTWEILER PUPPY
IS THIS THE RIGHT BREED FOR YOU?
I guess most of you who are reading this article already own at least one Rottweiler, or have
previously done so. Some of you may not fall into this category and have joined the SWRA to
acquire knowledge about the breed, prior to taking the first steps into getting your first
Rottweiler, or you may be returning to the breed after a long absence. Even if you have had a
Rottweiler before, it may be a number of years since you have owned a puppy, in which case
it would be worth reading on.
In the last ten years or so, breeding patterns have changed fairly significantly to include much
needed foreign bloodlines which have given depth to the gene-pool which wasn't really there
before. Of course, there were always pioneers, such as Chris and Norma Window (Hanbar)
within the breed who introduced German bloodlines for instance, but these were few and far
between. This practice has become much more common-place and with the advent of the Pet
Passport, it has become much easier for breeders to take their bitches abroad to be mated to
(sometimes) the best German or European stud-dogs.
Large numbers of these stud-dogs have serious working qualifications and without resorting
to technical jargon for those of you who have limited knowledge on the subject, they are often
trained to virtual Police standards of criminal work, tracking etc. I say virtual, because of
course there is no way in my opinion, that any form of sport such as Schutzhund/IPO can
replicate the pressures placed on an operational police dog.
So, what are the implications of such breeding for the average Rottweiler puppy buyer and
what additional responsibilities does this place on the breeder? Firstly, if the breeder takes
their bitch to what is basically a high-drive 'hobby' Police dog for mating, the chances of some
of the resulting puppies being similarly 'high-drive' are significant. If, as is now often the case,
the bitch herself is of German or European 'working' antecedents, then the chance of such
high-drive puppies is even greater.
Many of you who owned Rottweilers years ago, will recall that often the males would be pretty
lazy and disinclined to do much training work and of course, there were very few seen in Police
service in this country. I remember well, when I was the head of the Devon and Cornwall Police
dog unit, taking a trip with a couple of my trainers to visit the West Midlands force, who had
some Rottweilers. I had a desire to perhaps introduce one or two of the breed into our unit,
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but sadly the West Midlands dogs we saw on that day were disappointing to say the least in
their tracking and searching. Their 'man-work' was something to behold, but tracking and
searching are a key requirement.
They were rather slow and ponderous compared to the GSD, but that was of course twenty
years ago and things have changed a lot since. There are now some top quality Rottweilers
working in Police dog units, despite some well entrenched bias against Rottweilers (and
breeds other than the GSD) amongst some Police dog-handlers. There are now more
Rottweiler Police dogs than before and this is because their basic genetic make-up has
changed due to working bloodlines, making them more suitable for such training.
More years ago than I care to remember, I was editor of this publication and I recall asking
Joanne Johnson (formerly Yates) of the famous Pendley Rottweilers, whether or not she had
ever handled a Rottweiler in her work as a dog-handler in the Hertfordshire force. She replied
that she had not, because they simply would not have the drive and commitment to the role
as the archetypal GSD police-dog. She was right then of course, with the odd notable
exception, but this is no longer the case, or at least not such a clear-cut case. I own a male and
female Rottweiler, both of which would have made Police dogs, but this of course brings its
own issues, particularly for the inexperienced owner.
For the average puppy owner, this means that your modern-day Rottweiler puppy is much
more likely to be a high-prey, high-play driven dog than those of yester-year and this of course
has implications for training and ownership. The hearth-rug (or coach-potato: aargh)
Rottweiler is less common now and whilst giving this breed something to do has always been
essential, it is now much more important. Leaving them unattended and bored for long
periods is a recipe for fairly serious behavioural problems and we have seen this extensively
in the German Shepherd, where breeders followed the Schutzhund path much earlier than
most Rottweiler breeders. The bonus is of course, that unlike lots of the Rottweilers of twenty
years ago, the modern-day Rottweiler is easier to train if that extra drive and energy is
harnessed in the right way.
In more than thirty years of dog-ownership, the vast majority of it Rottweiler-ownership, I
have however never owned one that I could not train to basic standards of obedience, to
include good recall, instant down at distance etc. So I do find it sad when I see Rottweiler
owners who daren't allow their dogs off-lead in public, through poor socialisation and training.
Some of these are 'show-dogs' where the owners have taken the time and trouble to train
them to stand perfectly, but failed to do much or any environmental training for normal day
to day life. Needless to say, there are show enthusiasts who do so much more with their dogs
than train them to stand like statues and move around a ring two or three times and these are
to be heartily applauded.
So, as all the books say, the first question you need to ask yourself (and it is more important
than ever) is, 'Is the Rottweiler the right breed for me?' As I acknowledged at the start, most
of you reading this article will be experienced owners, but you need to be conscious of the
implications of the changes in breed lines now and also like all of us, I guess one needs to
reflect on whether or not with the passing of years, one is physically (and mentally!) up to
ownership of this breed. Mind you, this could equally apply to much younger owners too!
Having decided that you have the time, mental and physical aptitude to own a Rottweiler, you
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then need to do your research to find a suitable breeder. There are many good breeders within
the SWRA and of course the KC assured breeder scheme has been of some help, although it
is not difficult to get onto that scheme. Do your research and then perhaps narrow down your
search to a few breeders and having spoken to them, be prepared to wait for puppies as there
are now less Rottweilers being bred than at any time in the last thirty years. This is probably
due in part to the docking ban and also a general decline in popularity of the larger breeds,
plus of course the publicity given to the Dangerous Dogs Act. Whatever the reason the number
of puppies being registered is now about half of the number registered ten years ago.
Interestingly, the breed had very healthy registrations in the late 80's early 90's when there
was real pressure on it due to dog attacks. There was certainly a period of time when we
thought that the Rottweiler would become one of the listed or proscribed breeds.
Some breeders will make a big deal about the number of Champions in the pedigree of their
puppies, but this has never been an automatic sign of well-bred puppies and certainly isn't
these days, when the title of Champion is much easier to gain, with entries at dog shows being
well down on previous year. Whilst looks are obviously of a certain importance in this most
handsome and noble of breeds, temperament is far more important and I feel that it is always
a good idea to have a litter assessed by an independent assessor at seven weeks, so that the
job of matching individual puppies to owners is a much more objective practice. Of course,
many breeders will insist that they know their puppies best, but I have come across
Rottweilers in my work as a behaviourist which have been bred by well-known breeders, but
are certainly not in the right home, in terms of matching the dog to the owner's experience
and ability. Some of course, have gone awry despite the owner being experienced.
HEALTH CHECKS
Many breeders now carry out extensive health checks on their breeding stock, hips, elbows,
eyes etc. This is to be applauded and can only be beneficial to the healthy outlook for puppies.
So this is the advantage of going to an assured breeder, rather than say a person advertising
in the local paper, who may or may not have had any health checks done on their dogs. You
should though, also be aware that some lines are heavily pre-disposed to cancers and it is
worth asking about this when acquiring a puppy. The levels of cancer in this breed are
worrying to say the least and there are various views on why this is the case. Having lost two
Rottweilers in recent years before the age of five, I feel it is becoming more of an issue and I
tend to support the view that the advent of processed (complete) foods also has something
to do with it. These cancers did not seem so prevalent when dogs were simply fed tripe and
biscuit, as many older breeders will tell you.
OPTIMUM TIME AND ENVIRONMENT
So, having done your research and found a breeder whose breeding programme appeals to
you and who of course, is happy for you to own one of their puppies, you will almost always
need to go on a waiting list. Be prepared to wait for the right puppy and then at some point
you will be able to go and see the litter. Some breeders are happy for you to visit the litter
several times prior to getting your puppy and you can then see their characters developing
and importantly, how the breeder is rearing them.
7-8 weeks is the optimum time to take a new puppy home, at a point in its juvenile
socialisation period when it happily soaks up new events and experiences. The longer you
delay acquiring your puppy after 8 weeks, the more chance there is of it become
institutionalised to a degree and less amenable to human (and other) interactions.
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Sometimes, there are good reasons why one cannot collect a puppy until later and this is when
a good breeder will have already started socialisation, for instance by taking the pups out in
their car etc.
Most litters these days are bred in the home and this is far more preferable to dogs being bred
outdoors and kept in kennels, barns etc. Within the home, they are exposed to all the sights
and sounds of normal family life, including the comings and goings of other humans.
SEE THE MOTHER
The Kennel Club and other organisations always strongly advise that you see the mother of
your prospective puppy and I cannot stress this enough. Most good breeders are proud of
their breeding stock and if you are lucky you will meet several generations of their dogs. They
may not actually own the stud-dog so seeing the sire of the puppies may be an issue. Some
stud-dog owners may be happy for you to visit them to see him, or you may be able to see
him at a dog-show. However, do not accept any excuse for not seeing the mother of the
puppies.
Over the years, I have had many clients in all breeds, who have said they were given various
excuses as to why the mother of the puppies wasn't available. “She's gone to a dog show;
she's at the vet; she's ill, out on a walk” etc etc. Whatever the excuse or reason given (and it
may be a genuine one), arrange a different date to see her and if excuses are still given, I would
recommend you walk away and contact a different breeder. There is every chance that the
bitch is nervous or aggressive and whilst the sire has a significant genetic input to the
character of the puppies, it is the mother who plays by far the biggest role in nurturing the
puppies in the formative weeks of their lives, from conception to weaning and beyond.
INOCULATION V PUPPY SOCIALISATION
Assuming you have found a good litter and the breeder meets your criteria and you theirs, the
early days when you take the puppy home are vital. Obviously the puppy will settle in for a
couple of days and you shouldn't overwhelm it too much with over-excited visitors or change
its diet. Just let it explore its new surroundings and get used to its new home. Many breeders
put small collars on their puppies and if this has not been done, you should get a lightweight
collar for your puppy straight away. After a couple of days, let it spend time with a light lead
attached, to start getting it ready for when it takes its first walks. Do not leave the puppy
unsupervised with a lead attached.
We crate-train our puppies from the very start and this also helps with toilet training and later
on, will prove to be a safe place to put the puppy when you can't supervise it, preventing
soiling and also damage when the chewing phase starts. Some owners let the puppy spend
the first couple of nights in their bedroom, but I have never done this as I think it rather puts
off the inevitable. Unless of course you are an owner who likes having a dog on their bed,
which of course in behavioural terms is a whole different story! I read an article recently that
stated over 50% of all dog owners like their dog to sleep on their bed. I take the view that it is
up to you what you do with your dog, but if it has behavioural issues then allowing elevation
and status behaviour become a total no no.
Many vets advise owners not to take their puppies out until they are fully inoculated and I
tend to ignore this advice, with certain provisos. We know that these early weeks are vital in
their juvenile socialisation period and it is essential for them to see and experience as much
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as possible before the onset of their fear imprint period at around 16 weeks. So I have always
taken young puppies out in the car and to supermarket, car parks etc. for them to get an early
insight into the big wide world. I avoid taking them to locations where there are lots of dogs,
thus hopefully avoiding the higher risk of parvo-virus and also areas where there may be rats
and other vermin, with leptospirosis being a major threat to young puppies.
FOOD AGGRESSION ISSUES
One can come across this issue surprisingly early with young puppies and in my opinion, this
is often due to inappropriate feeding methods by the breeder. Most experienced breeders
know not to feed all their puppies from a communal bowl, where the more high ranking
puppies will tend to take the 'lions' share of the food. Puppy meal times should be supervised
and multiple feed bowl set-ups used, so that the early seeds of food aggression are not
planted.
I recently worked with a client whose male Rottweiler had displayed food aggression at 16
weeks and his lack of experience in dealing with the issue meant that the behaviour had
continued until the age of 18 months, when of course it is far harder to deal with. Three
members of the family had been bitten, albeit not too seriously. The family had always backed
down when the dog showed any form of resource aggression and of course this behaviour
was reinforced as the months went by.
So from the day you bring your puppy home, you should make it familiar with human
interaction whilst eating. Regularly taking the bowl away from a puppy was previously
regarded as the best approach, but too much of this can frustrate a young puppy and then
make resource possessiveness a problem. So it is much easier to just get your puppy used to
having your hand in its bowl whilst eating and sometimes drip-feeding its food into the bowl,
so that you are seen as a provider of resources, rather than a depriver of resources. HOWEVER,
I still recommend that you occasionally take the bowl or other resource away from the puppy,
in a non-threatening way, so that it becomes normal behaviour. Giving and taking away of
resources is vitally important, because there will of course be occasions when the puppy takes
something which he definitely must not have. If the puppy is not used to giving things up, he
is hardly likely to give up a high value resource the first time he is required to do so. Needless
to say, growling from a resource possessive puppy at 3 months of age, is a lot less intimidating
and easier to deal with, than when he is 12 months old or more.
PUPPY TRAINING CLASSES & PARTIES
If you are considering taking your puppy to one of these, then I would advise exercising
caution. If you are fortunate enough to live close to a good Rottweiler club's venue, I would
expect these to be a good experience. However, many other local puppy classes and vet puppy
parties leave a lot to be desired. Often there are too many puppies and not enough
supervision and rough play by older puppies goes unchecked. TV personality and dog
behaviourist Robert Alleyne has previously stated that many of today's puppy class
participants are tomorrow's dog aggression cases and I have to agree with him. That's not to
say that there aren't any good classes, but I do feel they are few and far between. So if you
are considering attending one, I strongly recommend you go along and observe a session first,
before enrolling your impressionable young puppy. Ditto dog day care!
Of course, you may be very experienced in rearing and training puppies, in which case you will
know exactly what you need to do to socialise it, but if you are not experienced you may feel
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that one to one work with an experienced trainer/behaviourist is the way to go. We do quite
a lot of this work and whilst it is clearly more expensive than attending classes, it can be a
great investment in your puppy's future and may save you even more money on behavioural
rehabilitation work in the future.
NEUTERING
The first point to make is that there are far more young dogs of either sex being neutered
these days. In my view, it is often a totally unnecessary and counter-productive procedure,
often based on boosting some veterinary practice's profit margins. Many practices have
annual targets to raise the percentage of dogs being neutered and you owners are at your
most vulnerable when you first register your puppy there. Some offer a free check-up at six
months, when surprise, surprise, you will be encouraged to neuter your puppy. Others send
out computer-generated reminder cards, timed to coincide with the puppy reaching six
months. Some are neutering puppies at even younger ages and I recently worked with a client
who acquired a female puppy at 11 weeks which had already been neutered. Vets often don't
agree with each other on neutering policy, with some practices rarely recommending routine
neutering and others always doing so, with little or no discussion of any existing behavioural
issues which could actually be worsened by neutering.
Many vets will insist that neutering will improve behaviour (rarely true); prevent certain
cancers and pyometra (obviously true, but not in my opinion a good reason to neuter as a
preventative measure in most cases); reduce aggression (rarely true); calm fearful dogs
(usually makes this worse). Obviously, neutering prevents unwanted puppies but so does
responsible ownership and management. However, most welfare organisations routinely
neuter, which of course is understandable.
I discuss these issues in depth on the Puppy Training of my website (www.ashclyst.co.uk), but
in general I only recommend neutering where there is an existing medical problem which
requires it, e.g. monorchidism; where sexual behaviour including roaming, is becoming a
significant problem and sometimes where there is aggression between dogs living in the same
family. The decision on which dog should be neutered in the latter case is a complex one, so I
would always recommend consulting an experienced dog behaviourist if you have dogs
fighting in your home. Many vets would recommend neutering both dogs in the case of two
males fighting for instance, which would probably achieve nothing. Of course, these are my
views and some behaviourists will take a different view. After all, the only thing that any two
behaviourists agree on, is that the other one is wrong!
WHEN TO START TRAINING
It is never too early to start some basic training and I recommend that you get your puppy to
accept a collar and lead virtually from the start. Basic commands such as sit, down and stay
are surprisingly easy to teach from a very early age and we also encourage interaction with a
ball or toy as a reward from the very start. I am not a huge fan of treat-based training and I
certainly feel that the current epidemic of dog obesity is in part due to the obsession with this
method of training which starts at puppy classes, where owners are taught that chain-feeding
of high value treats is the correct way to go.
Although I said earlier that it saddens me to see Rottweilers who cannot be let off-lead,
sometimes the biggest mistake is to let your puppy off-lead too early in its socialisation period.
If you take your young puppy to your local park and start letting him off-lead before he has
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even learned the basics of following you and returning to you on command, then it is likely
that the other distractions there will result in him completely ignoring you when you want to
move on. I tend to use an extendible lead as a training aid for young puppies, when I am in a
location where I would like to let him off, but I know he is not yet ready for off-lead work.
Whilst many trainers hate the extendible lead, I think they are very much a useful tool when
deployed in the right circumstances. Puppies need to be trained to walk correctly on a lead
first of all, but the extendible lead is perfect for the intermediate period when we wish to
ensure that the puppy follows us without question as we teach it to interact for short periods
and in a calm manner with other friendly dogs it might meet on walks. If this procedure is
reinforced for a couple of months, the puppy is much more likely to follow naturally when
finally allowed off-lead, having developed a habit of doing so.
As I said earlier, there is much to be done in the first four months of a puppy's life prior to the
fear imprint period, when new and traumatic events are likely to have a lasting effect
particularly on a less confident puppy. I tend to socialise puppies in much the same way as
Police puppies are socialised, getting them to experience as many different sights and sounds
as possible. By the age of fourteen weeks, puppies should be able to go virtually anywhere
without any problem. Our own Jana went to the railway station, various shops, city centre,
dog-walking areas and the like and all before fourteen weeks. When the puppy is four months
old, I tend to start increasing obedience work whilst being careful not to put too much
pressure on the young puppy. Sessions should be of short duration and must be fun for you
and the puppy. If like us you live in the country, you really need to make the effort to get your
puppy regularly out of its comfort zone if it is to be a confident adult in due course.
Teaching your puppy to behave in a socially acceptable manner is essential, as this is the
period where most problem behaviours are reinforced. Some people encourage their puppy
to jump up, or get extremely excited when they come through the door and then wonder why
they have a problem with an over-boisterous Rottweiler at 18 months. There is more detailed
information on Puppy Training on our website on the Puppy Training page and also a detailed
account of the actual training of our own recent new Rottweiler Jana. This puppy will drop
into the down at distances of up to 200 metres away from me and will recall at speed from
such distances too, as well as emergency stops etc. She, along with virtually every other dog I
have ever owned has reached this sort of standard with virtually no treat-based training and
whilst she and my other Rottweilers are very ball-driven, I have owned some who were not
and who have still reached what I consider to be common minimum standards of obedience.
Although some owners greatly enjoy it, I have personally never been interested in obedience
or other competition, always more interested in getting my dogs to do their stuff in real-world
locations and situations and believe you me, when ordinary members of the public in dogwalking areas see two or three Rottweilers all behaving impeccably and totally obediently, it
creates a different impression than the one they might have had of the breed otherwise. So I
encourage all owners to get out there and do some real-world training with their dogs and of
course, it's best to start young. Despite its reduced popularity, the Rottweiler is for me still the
greatest of breeds and I guess I will always own at least one of them as long as I am physically
able to do so!
PETER MOUNSEY
ASHCLYST DOG TRAINING & BEHAVIOUR www.ashclyst.co.uk
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ROTTWEILER WELFARE ASSOCIATION

(This is Molly, who is blind. She is our Mascot)
We are a registered not-for-profit rescue charity, who find good homes for unwanted
Rottweilers. The aims of the Association are to:




Rescue abandoned and neglected Rottweilers and help those who are unwanted
Provide all necessary care, treatment and rehabilitation
Assess these dogs for adoptability and find suitable homes for them
Share the Responsibility! Care for a Rottweiler

The Share and Care Scheme is designed to help dogs who find themselves in Welfare with no
prospect of a permanent home in the foreseeable future, because they are elderly or have
long term but not fatal illness or are just difficult to rehome. It is our hope that every dog that
comes into Welfare will find a safe and permanent home, but by joining this Scheme and
donating a fixed amount each month or quarter, funds will always be available for these
dogs. Your contribution provides safe and permanent care throughout their stay with us
‘however long it is’. The dogs on this scheme are also all looking for homes. Just being on this
scheme does not mean that we stop looking for that right home, it just sometimes takes a bit
longer.
All Scheme supporters get an initial information sheet with a picture about their 'chosen' dog
and updates on the Scheme appear in the Yearbook and Newsletter. You will also get
postcards from your chosen dog when they need to tell you something. If you wish to care for
a specific dog and it no longer requires care through the Scheme, you will have the choice of
funding another dog/dogs or discontinuing your payments.
Please consider Sharing and Caring for a Rottweiler. Perhaps you have had one in the past and
can't have one now, or would like one but it’s just not sensible at present, then this can be
your way to help a dog. If you would like to help and contribute please contact Dawn
Jorgensen on 01788 547836 or Nicki Scriven on 07816492791 for further details or visit our
website:
www.rottweilerwelfare.co.uk
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Rottweilers In Need

What do we do?
Well, we Rescue Rottweilers, Rehabilitate,
Rehome & Run a Rottweiler Refuge. We Rely
on Repetitive Replacement of our Reserves
to Replenish our Really hard to get funds.
In Reality, and except Robbery, we are NOT
Reluctant to try any means to Raise Revenue
including Raffles, to Receive any
Remuneration for the Rottweilers in our
care. Running about Repeatedly Raising
Requisite Readies, Requires Really Robust
Relationships and Research. Our Reservoir
Requires Replacement and our Rottweiler
Residencies need Repair. Our Resolution
Remains to Recover Rottweilers.
(You could say that we get the Rs end of the
breed!)
Rescue

Rehabilitate

Rehome

Refuge

Over 350 Dogs rehomed in 9 years.
Please help, go to www.Rottweilersinneed.co.uk and
click any donate button. Thank You!
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Osteosarcoma in Rottweilers
My name is Shareen Akhtar and I am in my fourth year studying Veterinary medicine and
surgery at Nottingham Vet School. This piece of writing is about how the Rottweiler
Osteosarcoma project came about and the inspiration and drive behind this research.
When I was 14, I got my first Rottweiler called Kiza in October 2004. She came from a horrible
breeder who lived next to my Auntie. He was just out to make money and didn’t care about
his dogs. I remember the first time I looked over that fence and saw her. She was the runt of
the litter and due to entropion was ignored by all prospective buyers. She was left on one
side of the garden with dirty water and hardly any food. She had a very round dropped belly
(full of worms), she was emaciated and her coat was filthy. As soon as I saw her I knew I had
to have her. She was 16 weeks old when I picked her up – the breeder let slip he had given
up hope anyone would want her. Despite being shunted away in the back of the garden, she
was one of the happiest and playful little puppies.
We took her to the Vets straight away and she was booked in for the surgery to correct her
entropion, she received flea and worming treatment and advice on how to slowly increase
her weight. She came out of the consult room looking like the Terminator with half her face
shaved and a big cone around her head. I just burst in to tears at what she had been through
and hated that I didn’t have the knowledge and means to make her better. In that moment,
my journey to become a Vet began because I wanted to be able to save lives and make thing
better and not let animals suffer. I literally adored her and she became my whole world. We
played every day after school and I was always trying to teach her new things. She was the
gentlest dog I have ever known and one of a kind.
On October 29th 2012 she was diagnosed with osteosarcoma in her right hind leg. I was at
Vet school when I got the call. All I can take from that day is what that word meant to me –
Osteosarcoma. Training to be a Vet meant I knew the impact of that word, I knew what it was
going to do to her and I knew that it was going to take her regardless of what I tried to do.
Furiously I researched it as much as I could, clinging on to the hope that my gut might be
wrong and that there was something, somewhere that would save her. Everything I read had
Rottweilers in it. It was literally everywhere: “Rottweilers are prone to Osteosarcoma”,
“Rottweilers are a breed that have been noted to be susceptible” and “there is a higher
incidence in certain breeds such as the Rottweiler”. What shocked and angered me was, that
was it – no research had been done in the UK on why this is the case. Were there risk factors?
Was it genetic? How could its prevalence be reduced in the breed? NOTHING was done on a
disease that affects 1 in 8 Rottweilers: NOTHING was done on a disease that in 9/10 cases
causes the dog to be put to sleep regardless of the treatment used due to the severity of the
pain. With his, I decided that I would do my third year research project on “The
epidemiological factors associated with the development of osteosarcoma in the Rottweiler”.
On Thursday 20th December Kiza lost her fight with Osteosarcoma. She told me she had had
enough and I booked the Vet in for a home euthanasia. She went peacefully in my arms and
was gone before the Vet had finished the injection. Me and my mum wrapped her in a blanket
and I buried her all by myself. That day was the most painful and black day of my life. My
world literally crashed when she took her last breath. I would not wish that feeling on anyone.
Every time during this project that someone contacts me to say their dog has been diagnosed
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with Osteosarcoma or has sadly passed away, it hit me again and it reminds me why I am
doing this. We have to find a way to fight back against this disease.
I wasn’t sure if I would be able to have another Rottweiler in my life because having one
means losing one at some point in the future and it took everything I had to be able to carry
on without Kiza. However, the joy a dog can bring, especially a Rottweiler as they are just a
special breed, was something I found I missed terrible. On October 3 rd 2013, I picked up my
new boy Riken. He is such a huge part of my life and an absolute pleasure to be with, to train,
to care for and to laugh with. He is a physical reminder every day of how much I love this
breed and the fear of losing him like I did Kiza, drives me to push this project forward until we
find a defence against this disease.
Please find below an update of all stages of the Rottweiler Osteosarcoma Project.
The update
First of all, me and my supervisor Dr Mark Dunning would like to say a massive “thank you”
to each and every person who has got involved with the Rottweiler Osteosarcoma Project.
Be it by completing the questionnaire, swabbing their dog at home, donating to the project
or allowing biopsies to be taken. This project could not be what it is without your input,
enthusiasm and support.
This is a short summary of where we are at with the Rottweiler Osteosarcoma Project in terms
of the questionnaire data, swabs and biopsies. I hope after reading this, you will understand
how far we have come with this project and where we plan to take this research.
If you have any questions while reading this, please do not hesitate to get in contact with
myself either via Facebook, email (svysa@nottingham.ac.uk) or phone (07769 211014) or
Mark (svzmdd@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk)
The questionnaire
A questionnaire on the lifestyle and management of Rottweilers was distributed and potential
risk factors for a Rottweiler developing Osteosarcoma were statistically analysed. A total of
750 completed questionnaires were returned consisting of 100 questionnaires on Rottweilers
that had Osteosarcoma and 650 from healthy Rottweilers. From researching the literature
and research undertaken previously on Osteosarcoma in Rottweilers, we wanted to review
whether some of the factors that have been reported in the literature for Osteosarcoma in all
dogs are particularly relevant to the UK Rottweiler. Some of the things we wanted to look at
were lifestyle factors, particularly whether neutering, being overweight or having a previous
done problem might alter the risk of contracting this tumour.
The data from these questionnaires has shown some very important result which we will
provide you with as soon as we can. Research such as this must go through a strict process
of screening and validating before it is approved and can be published.
Only when it is published are we allowed to share the results of our research. Mark and I are
in the middle or re-writing this data for submission to a science journal. This must be done
as my original dissertation project was written specifically for my third year research project.
This will take some time as it need to be done properly but please bear in mind, I am studying
full time and Mark is teaching and working in clinics so this is being done outside of normal
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work. I appreciate you are all keen to know the results found in these areas so you can make
more informed decisions on the lifestyle and managements of your Rottweilers. I also know
how much time some of you spent in completing these questionnaires so please be assured,
as soon as the data is given the green light, you will all be made aware of the results!
The swabs
We have purchased 1,600 swabs for this project at a cost of £5,600 (the swabs have to be
bought in batches of 200 at a cost of £700 a box). They have been paid for by the University
of Nottingham The Kennel Club and by many generous owners who have donated towards
the costs.
At present, we have 1,033 swabs banked, which is a 64.5% return on the swabs. While this is
a good return rate, it means we are missing nearly 600 swabs which means a lot of important
information remains to be examined (not to mention the money wasted). PLEASE! If you have
received swabs, please swab your dog and return them. If you need reminding how to take
the swab or where to send it to, there is an instruction sheet at the bottom of this update.
So far, we have been collecting samples to look at underlying genetic factors that may
influence the development of Osteosarcoma in affected and unaffected dogs. We are trying
to identify which genes may be different in Rottweilers that leads to the development of
Osteosarcoma. If we can locate these, we may be able to work on reducing the frequency in
the breed by selective breeding. However, this is something that will require many years to
achieve with a large amount of ongoing work. The initial processing of the swabs has occurred
and the DNA has mostly been collected. It now requires sophisticated analysis for the
information to be retrieved.
The swabs for this stage of the project have all been used. We appreciate that there is a high
demand to be involved. We would very much like to continue gathering genetic information
and send out more swabs. As a result of this, we will shortly be starting another fundraising
campaign to purchase further swabs. If anyone would like to make a donation, please send
cheques made payable to Shareen Akhtar at: 11 Thurcorft Close, Kingsway, DERBY, DE22 3AR.
If anyone has any ideas to fundraise, please get in touch with me or Mark. If we can get
funding for more swabs, we will be able to attend more Shows and events to promote the
project and take samples and to answer any questions.
The biopsy samples
In addition to the section of the project that has been gathering DNA from the swabs, we are
also trying to retrieve information on the bone tumours themselves. We intend to analyse
samples of the tumours to determine whether we can find out why they developed, how their
clinical progression differs and whether some sub-types may be more or less responsive to
treatment.
We are trying to collect samples form dogs with (suspected or confirmed) Osteosarcoma that
are having biopsies for diagnostic purposes or surgical treatment. We do not require samples
but will use a portion of the sample that you r Vet takes for our study. We feel it is very
important that although the information from this project will help Rottweilers in the future,
it should not reduce the quality of life of those Rottweilers that are currently suffering with
the disease. We would very much appreciate it if you could contact us by email to let us know
when your dog may be about to undergo investigations to diagnose a possible Osteosarcoma
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or for treatment of such. At this point, we can discuss sending the special preservation liquid
to your Vet so that the samples can be analysed appropriately.
So far, we have had 9 biopsy samples taken during diagnostic testing/surgical treatments. The
contributions of these samples to the project are invaluable and we cannot begin to express
how grateful we are to those owners who allowed us to have a sample. We very much
appreciate that this is an emotional part of the study, asking for samples from those
Rottweilers that are affected with this dreadful tumour. We also realise that this part of the
study is of no immediate benefit to these actual dogs. However, the information that we gain
is extremely important – as we are looking at the tumours themselves.
The tumour biopsies cost around £1,000 to analyse each sample. Therefore, any donations
that you are in a position to make to assist with this analysis and the new swabs are greatly
appreciated. This phase of the project therefore requires a large amount of funding and
progress as a result is slightly slower.
If you have reading this summary but were not aware of this project until now, please find
more information on the Rottweiler Osteosarcoma Project below:




For a video of the presentation I gave at the LASER Show:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNbBVWV9fFA
Please join our Facebook page for this project:
www.facebook.com/groups/301425813334290
Other useful sites:
www.therottweilerclub.co.uk/health/bone-cancer-in-rottweilers
www.rottiefest.co.uk/Osteosarcoma.html

Thank you
Shareen Akhtar

Eastern Counties Rottweiler Club: Dog of the Year (“DOTY”) 2014
Judge - Mr Keith Nathan
First of all, we’d like to thank the committee of the SWRA for allowing ESCORA’S PEGGIE SUE
JW “Peggie” the honour of representing our club again. She did us all proud by showing her
paws off and winning her 1st round against Rosmanic The Special One (Ms R Prior, Munster
Rottweiler Club) and winning her 2nd round against Ch Gyrima Lois JW (Mrs J Barnes,
Rottweiler Club Of Wales). In our 3rd round, Peggie was beaten by Dortmund Glamour Girl At
Granjolea JW ShCM (Mr & Mrs Leask, Scottish Rottweiler Club). Well done Graham & Missy.
In the bitch final, Missy was beaten by CH JHAVA MAI TAI (Mr & Mrs Adams, ECRC). Well
done to Georgina and Dulcie.
The SWRA dog representative, Olive & Norman Davison’s homebred CH FIREMOON AMIS A
VIE JW “Chudley” also showed his paws off superbly handled by Jodi Allen. He also won two
rounds: 1st round against CH VARENKA THE MARKSMAN ShCM (Mr A Hunter & Ms E Finlayson,
Scottish Rottweiler Club) and his 2nd round against CH MINAELEA’S BLACK MAMBO JW (Mr &
Mrs Taylor, LASER). He was only beaten in his 3rd round by the overall winner,
IR CH COTARINN FRIGHT NIGHT J.D CW. Well done Olive, Norman, Jodi and Chudley.
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BOS: “Dulcie”

SWRA Bitch Representative:“Peggy”

BIS: “Tyson”

SWRA Dog Representative:“Chudley”

Well the ECRC committee did it again: a fabulous well organised, fun night....THANK YOU so
much for all your hard work. A lot of money was raised yet again for the Rottweiler Rescues;
people were very generous and had donated valuable items to raise money for our breed:
thank you. We had so much fun; Irish Bingo, Auctions, Brian Hindley’s speech and dancing.
The late night partiers (you know who you are!) didn’t go to bed until 6 am - need I say more!
I LOVE LOVE LOVE it and if you haven’t been to DOTY yet, you’ve got to go and have fun with
our/your doggie friends. Hopefully see you all there in November 2015 with or without dog.
Well done Jackie, Andrea and Tyson on winning DOTY 2014 and Georgina, Paul and Dulcie on
winning Best Opposite Sex: whoop whoop! Luv Pet, Chris & the girls 
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A Vet's View
Every puppy should be immunised against distemper, hepatitis, parvovirus and leptospirosis.
As a few comments about vaccination have reached my ears in the past few weeks, it would
seem appropriate to comment so readers have a chance of understanding the underlying
logic. Where views are polarised this can be confusing and it would be a shame to see
vaccination advice ignored without understanding the science.
There are four classical diseases in the UK generally considered to be significant, preventable
illnesses: distemper, hepatitis, parvovirus and leptospirosis. On occasions kennel cough is
added to the list. Kennel cough is a complex infection involving both bacteria and viruses, but
more about this later. The first three are viral diseases whereas leptospirosis is a bacterial
infection. All very interesting but let’s focus on what is important.
The main four diseases are all serious illnesses. Should a dog suffer from any of them, the
consequences are likely to be severe. Fortunately, distemper and hepatitis are now quite rare
in the UK. Parvovirus is less common than it once was, although it does on occasions cause
serious, local outbreaks. Leptospirosis is occasionally seen as a clinical illness but is likely to
be infection that passes unnoticed. This state of affairs for all four diseases is likely to exist
due to the past use of vaccination.
There is a subtle difference between the aim of a dog owner and the underlying intent of
vaccinating whole populations of animals. Each owner is seeking to protect their dog from
serious life-threatening infections. However, vaccines work best where whole populations are
immunised.
A vaccine will be protective for the individual dog, however immunity can fail where there is
a high infection risk. Thus, the logic for a population vaccination strategy is flawless as a
method for containing infectious diseases. If the entire population can resist infection, the
general prevalence of the disease is greatly reduced and therefore the re-infection pressure
is reduced for every dog.
This is important because not all dogs are healthy throughout their lives and at times of stress
or illness immunity may decline and susceptibility to infection increases despite vaccination.
So if the level of infection in the population is low then the risk for the immunocompromised
dog is also lessened.
The ultimate aim of vaccination is the elimination of disease but this has only rarely been
achieved although there has been a significant reduction in the risk of infection with
distemper and hepatitis in the UK. However, the potential for re-emergence of infection if
vaccination levels were reduced is unknown and thus the justification for the on-going
recommendation to maintain regular vaccination.
For Leptospira the background is different. They are ubiquitous bacteria in environments that
are relatively moist and the UK certainly fits this description. Furthermore, the survival of
leptospira in wildlife provides a constant threat for dogs and humans. Furthermore, although
capable of causing acute, critical illness, leptospirosis is suspected as a significant underlying
cause of chronic damage to either liver or kidney function.
So vaccination for these four main diseases is a very good decision for the majority of dogs.
However, the method for maintaining effective immunisation has evolved. Historically, for
distemper and hepatitis, the original immunisation plan proposed two vaccine doses for the
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primary course and thereafter a ‘booster’ vaccine every two years. Vaccination for
leptospirosis was similar but, to ensure effective immunity is maintained, then an annual
booster was required. Thus dogs received a booster vaccination annually, albeit the vaccine
omitted the two viral constituents on alternate years.
Over time the default programme became an annual ‘full booster’ (all components) mainly
for simplicity and because at that time the cost of the so-called ‘half booster’ was little
different to the ‘full booster’. Parvovirus arrived during the seventies as a new disease. In
those early years, canine parvovirus provided many challenges and still does on occasions.
However the vaccine regime seemed to require a third puppy vaccination for a successful
primary course.
That is history, now replaced by the current advice, developed over the past decade, as a new
protocol, by the World Small Animal Veterinary Association and produced as general guidance
that can be applied world-wide. In summary, for the UK, a typical course of vaccination for a
young puppy, following the WSAVA guidance, would be: a series of three vaccinations
containing all four classic components, followed by a ‘full booster’ one year later.
Thereafter, WSAVA guidance recommends further boosters no more frequently than every
third year (for the viral diseases). This reflects incomplete scientific knowledge on duration of
immunity following vaccination. For distemper and hepatitis this could be life-long but the
situation is less clear for parvovirus. However the attentive reader will now ask - but what
about leptospirosis?
WSAVA guidance suggests leptospirosis is a regional disease and it is thus an optional vaccine
(dependent upon the prevalence of the disease regionally). The UK has endemic leptospirosis
and vaccination is recommended. Natural infection does not produce a strong, persistent
immunity and this is reflected in the efficiency of the vaccine. Thus, with considerable
justification, effective immunisation requires annual boosters to maintain a significant level
of immunity.
In practical terms this means an annual booster is still recommended although on the majority
of occasions this will cover only leptospirosis. However this is the time to consider kennel
cough. Specific vaccines for this complex disease are available. WSAVA guidance suggests this
is not an essential vaccine however anybody running a boarding kennels will likely demand it
for any visiting dog. Kennel cough is a highly contagious disease that spreads rapidly in close
communities. A boarding kennel very much fits that bill.
So here is herd immunity at its best. If the dogs are all immunised it will greatly reduce the
environmental infection and thus greatly reduce the likelihood of an epidemic. Yet kennel
cough is not generally life threatening and is more akin to the human cold in its effects on
health. So, other than dogs entering kennels, whether or not a dog is immunised is a matter
for the owner to decide with advice from the veterinary surgeon.
So it is worth repeating with the advice used to open this article:
Every puppy should be immunised against distemper, hepatitis, parvovirus and leptospirosis.
Contact me with comment, argument and ideas for articles by writing care of Dog World or
by email: stevedean@tyrianborder.com
Beechwood
Oakley Green Road, Oakley Green, Berks SL4 4QF
Tel 01628 782787
Copyright S. P. Dean
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LONG COATS
There has been much controversy lately regarding the increasing number of Long Hair
Rottweilers being born and indeed the concern of some breeders who are aware of others
that are deliberately mating long haired Sire and Dams together.
It is not my prerogative to pass judgement on this issue but my duty to pass on information
which might assist those contemplating breeding. There is no doubt, in my opinion, that our
gene pool is being increased with normal Long Hair Carriers and inevitably this will result in
an increase of Long Haired pups being born to perfectly normal looking Sire and Dams. In the
near future I believe it will be more difficult to find two parents that are non-carriers and
more Long Hair pups are inevitable. It is also possible that this scenario has been with us for
longer than we think but has been subdued for various reasons. To avoid this, it will become
necessary for those that are concerned, to utilise a readily available coat testing scheme
which will alleviate the cross your fingers approach.
The article below, collated from credible sources, is my understanding of the dilemma that
faces us and each and every one of us must draw our own interpretation from it:
Long Coat Inheritance
The long coat gene is recessive. This means that in order to be a long coat a dog has to inherit
the gene from both parents. Thus every dog that produces a long coated puppy carries the
long coat gene.
Rottweilers can have three different genetic coats. They can have a normal coat and not carry
the long coat gene (N). They can have normal coats but carry the long coat gene (NL). Or they
can be long coats (L). These three different genetic possibilities can combine in 6 different
ways:
 Non-carrier X Non–carrier
If two dogs that do not carry the long coat gene (N - N) are bred together, none of the
resulting puppies will carry the long coat gene
 Non-carrier X Long Coat
If a non-long coat carrier (N) is bred to a long coat (L) there still will not be a single
long coated puppy in the litter. Every puppy, however, will carry the long coat gene
(NL)
 Carrier X Carrier
If a long coat carrier (NL) is bred to another long coat carrier (NL) each puppy will have
a 25% chance of being a non-long coat carrier (N) a 50% chance of carrying the long
coat gene (NL) and a 25% chance of being a long coat (L). To generalise the possibilities
are that ¼ of the litter will be non-carrier, ½ will be carriers, and ¼ will be long coats.
While that's the way this is often thought of, it is not actually accurate, particularly not
when dealing with the small number of pups produced in a single litter. Instead, think
of each puppy as a roll of the dice. On each roll you would have a 25% chance of
coming up "non-carrier" (N), a 50% chance of coming up carrier (NL), and a 25% chance
of coming up long coat (L). It is entirely possible that in a single litter you could come
up with coats very different from what the odds suggest. For instance, an entire litter
of long coats or not a single long coat in the litter. It is only when you approach 100
puppies from a particular pairing that you would expect to see the 1/2/1 ratio.
Obviously not something likely to happen when breeding dogs. So looking at a ratio
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like this does not give a real idea of how many puppies of each genetic makeup there
will be in the litter. It does, however, give a breeder an understanding of what
combinations are possible
Carrier X Long Coat
Similarly, if a long coat carrier (NL) is bred to a long coat (L) each puppy will have a
50% chance of being a long coat carrier (NL) and a 50% chance of being a long coat (L)
Non-Carrier X Carrier
If a non-long coat carrier (N) is bred to a dog that carries the long coat gene (NL), there
will be no long coats in the litter. The puppies will, however, will each have a 50/50
chance of carrying the long coat gene (NL)
Long Coat X Long Coat
Finally, if two long coats (L-L) are bred together, every single puppy in the litter will be
a long coat

While dogs who do not carry the long coat gene and those who do both have "normal" coats,
it is interesting to note that they do not have identical coats. The long coat gene is not a case
of simple dominant-recessive inheritance. Instead it involves what is called intermediate
inheritance (also sometimes called incomplete dominance). What that means is that a dog
that has one "normal" and one "long" gene actually has a coat somewhere in between. Thus
a long coat carrier (NL) will have a slightly longer overall coat with more hair on its legs, tail,
and likely its britches and ruff than a dog that does not carry the long coat gene (N). Though
it sounds like this would make it easy to tell long coat carriers from non-carriers, the truth is
that there still is considerable variation in actual appearance. Modifier genes play a big roll
and can greatly affect what the coat actually looks like. Within family groups and particularly
within litters, however, the amount of coat a dog has can be a strong indicator of the gene
being carried.
Eddie Nicol
Jacraila Rottweilers
Preamble:
No doubt there will be some degree of consternation regarding my article on Long Coats and
there will be those that question the motives behind this subject being discussed openly. The
answer is quite simplistic and involves a certain amount of naivety initially on my part. My
main concern is the welfare of these dogs that people are vilifying as being totally
unacceptable and regard them as some kind of cross breed that they are ashamed to admit
to breeding. They are in our heritage and genetics can be a hard task master on occasion.
From the outset I unequivocally say that in my opinion the birth of Long Coats in Rottweilers
is the least of our concerns and far more fundamental culpabilities should be addressed prior
to condemning this particular fault. Nonetheless it should be addressed as it is totally
avoidable, if desired, unlike Overshot and Undershot Mouths and many other flaws which are
still prevalent today.
My naivety springs from the fact that for nearly three decades of exhibiting, breeding and
showing Rottweilers none of our bitches or our stud dogs had ever produced a long coat. Two
years ago we bred a litter that produced two long coats which was a total surprise for us. We
are not ashamed of this, nor should we be, as we had no reason at that time to expect this.
How naïve were we to be in a situation that now appears, in hindsight, to have been with us
for a very long time and not just manifesting itself at this moment in time.
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In the process of questioning why this happened I became aware of many factors that
saddened me and in particular the total lack of transparency between breeders of their own
inherent faults when breeding. The buck was always swept under the carpet, hidden or just
blamed on the other party. Sadly it has been my experience, since evaluating particular flaws,
that some of the well-established and influential kennels have been reluctant in the past to be
totally transparent with their own breeding programmes.
Newcomers to our breed need the help and experience of established kennels as it is a long
and arduous task to establish type and quality in dogs but they also need them to be
completely honest when approached for their guidance.
I have like many others been, on occasion, disappointed in the outcome of some couplings but
never ashamed as we have always strived, to the best of our knowledge, to breed for healthy
Rotttweilers that are typical of our breed standard. Without total awareness of the
background of Sire and Dam it will be inevitable that faults will occasionally manifest
themselves. Long coats are not the problem for me. Lack of transparency is the frailty that will
be our downfall.

Indulgent inclusion from the Editor – this lovely photo by the very talented
Page Allen

Diet guide for domestic dogs and cats
Dingoes and feral cats keep themselves healthy by eating whole carcasses of prey animals.
Ideally we should feed our pets in the same manner. Until a dependable source of whole
carcasses becomes available, pet owners need a satisfactory alternative. The following
recommendations, based on raw meaty bones, have been adopted by thousands of pet
owners with excellent results.
The diet is easy to follow and cheap, and pets enjoy it:
• Fresh water constantly available
• Raw meaty bones (or carcasses if available) should form the bulk of the diet
• Table scraps both cooked and raw (grate or liquidise vegetables, discard cooked bones)
Puppies and kittens
From about three weeks of age puppies and kittens start to take an interest in what their
mother is eating. By six weeks of age they can eat chicken carcasses, rabbits and fish.
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During the brief interval between three and six weeks of age it is advisable to provide minced
chicken, chicken carcasses or similar for young animals (as well as access to larger pieces that
encourage ripping and tearing). This is akin to the part-digested food regurgitated by wild
carnivore mothers. Large litters will need more supplementary feeding than small litters (the
meat and bone should be minced together. Meat off the bone can be fed, but only for a short
time, until the young animals can eat meat and bone together -usually about six weeks of age).
Between four and six months of age puppies and kittens cut their permanent teeth and grow
rapidly. At this time they need a plentiful supply of carcasses or raw meaty bones of suitable
size.
Puppies and kittens tend not to overeat natural food. Food can be continuously available.
Natural foods suitable for pet carnivores
Raw meaty bones
• Chicken and turkey carcasses, after the meat has been removed for human consumption,
are suitable for dogs and cats
• Poultry by-products include: heads, feet, necks and wings
• Whole fish and fish heads
• Goat, sheep, calf, deer and kangaroo carcasses can be sawn into large pieces of meat
and bone
• Other by-products include: pigs’ trotters, pigs’ heads, sheep heads, brisket, tail bones,
rib bones
Whole carcasses
• Rats, mice, rabbits, fish, chickens, quail, hens
Offal
• Liver, lungs, trachea, hearts, omasums (stomach of ruminants), tripe
Quality — Quantity — Frequency
Healthy animals living and breeding in the wild depend on the correct quality of food in the
right quantity at a correct frequency. They thereby gain an appropriate nutrient intake plus
the correct amount of teeth cleaning — animals, unlike humans, ‘brush’ and ‘floss’ as they eat.
Quality
Low-fat game animals and fish and birds provide the best source of food for pet carnivores. If
using meat from farm animals (cattle, sheep and pigs) avoid excessive fat, or bones that are
too large to be eaten.
Dogs are more likely to break their teeth when eating large knuckle bones and bones sawn
lengthwise than if eating meat and bone together.
Raw food for cats should always be fresh. Dogs can consume ‘ripe’ food and will sometimes
bury bones for later consumption.
Quantity
Establishing the quantity to feed pets is more an art than a science. Parents, when feeding a
human family, manage this task without the aid of food consumption charts. You can achieve
the same good results for your pet by paying attention to activity levels, appetite and body
condition.
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High activity and big appetite indicate a need for increased food, and vice versa.
Body condition depends on a number of factors. The overall body shape - is it athletic or
rotund - and the lustre of the hair coat provide clues. Use your finger tips to assess the
elasticity of the skin. Does it have an elastic feel and move readily over the muscles? Do the
muscles feel well toned? And how much coverage of the ribs do you detect? This is the best
place to check whether your pet is too thin or too fat. By comparing your own rib cage with
that of your pet you can obtain a good idea of body condition - both your own and that of your
pet.
An approximate food consumption guide, based on raw meaty bones, for the average pet cat
or dog is 15 to 20 percent of body weight in one week or 2 to 3 percent per day. On that basis
a 25 kilo dog requires up to five kilos of carcasses or raw meaty bones weekly. Cats weighing
five kilos require about one kilo of chicken necks, fish, rabbit or similar each week. Table scraps
should be fed as an extra component of the diet. Please note that these figures are only a
guide and relate to adult pets in a domestic environment.
Pregnant or lactating females and growing puppies and kittens may need much more food
than adult animals of similar body weight.
Wherever possible, feed the meat and bone ration in one large piece requiring much ripping,
tearing and gnawing. This makes for contented pets with clean teeth.
Frequency
Wild carnivores feed at irregular intervals. In a domestic setting regularity works best and
accordingly I suggest that you feed adult dogs and cats once daily. If you live in a hot climate I
recommend that you feed pets in the evening to avoid attracting flies.
I suggest that on one or two days each week your dog may be fasted - just like animals in the
wild.
On occasions you may run out of natural food. Don’t be tempted to buy artificial food, fast
your dog and stock up with natural food the next day.
Puppies, cats, ferrets, sick or underweight dogs should not be fasted (unless on veterinary
advice).
Table scraps
Wild carnivores eat small amounts of omnivore food, part-digested in liquid form, when they
eat the intestines of their prey. Our table scraps, and some fruit and vegetable peelings, are
omnivore food which has not been ingested. Providing scraps do not form too great a
proportion of the diet they appear to do no harm and may do some good. I advise an upper
limit of one-third scraps for dogs and rather less for cats. Liquidising scraps, both cooked and
raw, in the kitchen mixer may help to increase their digestibility.
Things to avoid:
 Excessive meat off the bone - not balanced
 Excessive vegetables - not balanced
 Small pieces of bone - can be swallowed whole and get stuck
 Cooked bones - get stuck
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Mineral and vitamin additives - create imbalance
Processed food - leads to dental and other diseases
Excessive starchy food - associated with bloat
Onions, garlic and chocolate - toxic to pets
Grapes, raisins, sultanas, currants - toxic to pets
Fruit stones (pits) and corn cobs - get stuck
Milk - associated with diarrhoea. Animals drink it whether thirsty or not and
consequently get fat. Milk sludge sticks to teeth and gums

Take care:
• Old dogs and cats addicted to a processed diet may experience initial difficulty when
changed on to a natural diet
• Pets with misshapen jaws and dental disease may experience difficulties with a natural
diet
• Create variety. Any nutrients fed to excess can be harmful
• Liver is an excellent foodstuff but should not be fed more than once weekly
• Other offal, e.g. ox stomachs, should not exceed 50 percent of the diet
• Whole fish are an excellent source of food for carnivores, but avoid feeding one species
of fish constantly. Some species, e.g. carp, contain an enzyme which destroys thiamine
(vitamin B1)
• There are no prizes for the fattest dog on the block, nor for the fastest. Feed pets for
a lifetime of health. Prevention is better than cure
Miscellaneous tips
 Domestic dogs and cats are carnivores. Feeding them the appropriate carnivore diet
represents the single most important contribution to their welfare
 Establish early contact with a dependable supplier of foodstuffs for pet carnivores
 Buy food in bulk in order to avoid shortages
 Package the daily rations separately for ease of feeding
 Refrigerated storage space, preferably a freezer, is essential
 Raw meaty bones can be fed frozen just like ice cream. Some pets eat the frozen
article; others wait for it to thaw
 Small carcasses, for example rats, mice and small birds, can be fed frozen and complete
with entrails. Larger carcasses should have the entrails removed before freezing
 Take care that pets do not fight over their food
 Protect children by ensuring that they do not disturb feeding pets
 Feeding bowls are unnecessary - the food will be dragged across the floor - so feed
pets outside by preference, or on an easily cleaned floor
 Ferrets are small carnivores which can be fed in the same way as cats
For an expanded description of dietary requirements, including the potential hazards, please
consult the books Raw Meaty Bones: Promote Health and Work Wonders: Feed your dog raw
meaty bones.
Further information, links and RMB Newsletters: http://www.rawmeatybones.com
IMPORTANT: Note that individual animals and circumstances may vary. You may need to
discuss your pet’s needs with your veterinarian.
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Tom Lonsdale
Veterinary Surgeon
PO Box 6096
Windsor Delivery Centre
NSW 2756
Australia

Phone: +61 2 4577-7061
Fax: +61 2 4577-7019
E-mail: tom@rawmeatybones.com
Web: www.rawmeatybones.com
January 2006 ©

Dates for your Diary



AGM: Saturday 09th May 2015
SWRA Championship Show: Sunday 18th October 2015
PLEASE NOTE: The Championship Show has a change of venue for 2015!

Owned and adored by Victoria and Alistair Clapp
Plymouth, Devon
RockStaRotts Mini Jet Black 1CC 1RCC

RockStaRotts Mini Red Hot

Sundrifters Evadne Cake for RockStarotts ShCM
Top Dog of Devon Finalist 2014
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SUNDRIFTERS

Moving on from SARAH – (Ch. Sundrifters Maskerade) when in 2011, SHE MADE ALL OUR DREAMS OF
30 YEARS IN THE BREED COME TRUE. We had to think – Top That!
Being a small Hobby Kennel, we did a repeat mating in 2012, keeping the two puppies in the above
photo: ROBBIE (Sundrifters Rob Anybody) and TIFFERS (Sundrifters Tiffany Aching). ROBBIE did very
well in the show ring as a puppy and we kept him going until he was 14 months old (as above). Since
then, we have waited for him to mature. He is now 4 years old and we hope to bring him out again
this year. His Hips and Elbows are fabulous (3:3 and 0:0 respectively) and he moves like a dream!
TIFFERS, meanwhile, has kept our flag flying with her new owner, Nicola Marker.
For the near future, we have a daughter from Sarah, HOLLY (Sundrifters Sourcery). With Nicola
handling her and, being very like Sarah, she has done us well in the show ring to date. She is by CLAUDE
(Ch.Rougeau Benno to Upend). Also by CLAUDE, we have CLEO (Amatol Bells of Freedom) to possibly
be a suitable wife one day for ROBBIE. SO, WATCH THIS SPACE! See where we go from here.
GOOD LUCK TO ALL OUR FRIENDS FOR 2015
Jan & Andrew Moran-Potter
10 Holbrook
Stokenham, KINGSBRIDGE
South Devon TQ7 2SN

Tel: (01548) 580752
Email: sundriftrotts@btinternet.com

Also see us on Champdogs or our own website (under construction)
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SOUTH WESTERN
ROTTWEILER ASSOCIATION

Membership/Renewal* Application
*Membership renewals are due 01st January each year.
Name:

_______________________________________________________________

Address:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Telephone:

_______________________________________________________________

Email:

_______________________________________________________________



In the event of the SWRA supporting an Open show, the SWRA may pass on your
address to that Canine Society. If you do not wish your details to be passed on, please
tick here




□

I/We agree to my details being held on a database
I/We agree to abide by the Rules of the Association

This is a Renewal
Signed:

□

□
□

This is a New Application

□

_______________________________________________________________

* A Proposer and Seconder are required for NEW APPLICATIONS ONLY
Proposer’s Name:

______________________ Signature: ________________________

Seconder’s Name: ______________________ Signature: ________________________
The subscription for members joining after 01st October shall carry through the ensuing year.

Annual Subscription for 2015:

Single/Joint £10.00 a year

Please complete the attached Standing Order Mandate and send it with this form to Nicola
Longden: 76a Hudds Vale Road, St George, BRISTOL BS5 7HN.
Otherwise, please forward a cheque made payable to “SWRA”
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To: (your bank)

NEW STANDING ORDER MANDATE

Dear Sir

My/Our Name:

_______________________________________________
(to appear on the SWRA’s statement)

My Account Number:

_______________________________

My Sort Code:

______ - _______ - ______

Please set up a new standing order mandate from the above account to pay the following
beneficiary:
Beneficiary: South Western Rottweiler Association (SWRA)
Beneficiary Sorting Code:

40-26-27

Beneficiary Account Number: 11511947
Amount:

£10 a YEAR

Due:

01st January 2016

Until:

Until Further Notice

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours faithfully

_______________________________
Signature

_____________________
Date
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Views expressed in this Year Book are not necessarily those of the editor or the Officers or
Committee of the South Western Rottweiler Association. In addition, the Association does
not accept liability for the accuracy of any statements published.
No article or part of any article may be reproduced without the permission of its author.
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